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Dimples jewelry can be personalized in 3 ways:
Fingerprints

Hands & Feet
Handwriting

Capturing the perfect fingerprint
Materials: Pencil, plain white paper, clear tape
Procedure:
Rub pencil on paper making a dark patch about 1.5 inches in
diameter
Rub subject's finger on the dark pencil patch to transfer graphite
onto finger (make sure to rub the finger around so it is coated from
tip to first knuckle)
Stick a 1-2 inch long piece of clear (Scotch) tape (sticky side on
finger lengthwise) over the pencil covered area of the finger. Gently
smooth the tape onto surface of finger so the maximum amount of
print will be transferred to the tape
Carefully peel tape off of finger and stick (sticky surface down)
onto the clean, plain white paper
Use a smart phone to capture a clear, in focus, image of the print
E-mail print with order information to info@DimplesCharms.com

NOTE: Please click HERE to watch a helpful how-to video
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Capturing the perfect hands & feet
Materials: hands, feet, camera (cell phone)
Procedure:
Hold subjects hand (at wrist) or foot (at ankle) steady with one hand
and hold camera in the other (this may end up being a two person
job).
Align camera lens parallel to palm of hand, or soul of foot, so that
the hand or foot can be photographed straight on (this is VERY
important because images showing hands and feet on strange
angles or perspectives will impact the appearance and quality of
the finished piece)

Make sure there are no other fingers or shadows obstructing the
clear view of the palm or soul
Hold the camera as close as possible but not so close that the
autofocus stops working
Allow the lens to focus for a moment, then take the picture
E-mail photo with order to info@DimplesCharms.com
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Capturing the perfect handwriting
Materials: handwriting sample, camera (cell phone)
Procedure:
Best results come from handwriting on white paper with no lines or
textures. If it is folded paper, or a card, open it out fully so it will lay
flat
Place handwriting sample flat onto a hard flat surface
Hold the camera directly over top of the handwriting sample
NOTE: avoid holding the lens on an angle to the handwriting as this
will create perspective and distort the shape of the handwriting

Make sure there are no fingers, objects, or shadows obstructing the
clear view of the handwriting
Zoom in on the desired portion of handwriting
Hold the camera as close as possible but not so close that the
autofocus stops working
Allow the lens to focus for a moment, then take the picture
E-mail photo with order to info@DimplesCharms.com

